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Recent experimental explorations of non-classical nucleation
Biao Jin,a, b Zhaoming Liu,b Ruikang Tang*, b

Nucleation, the early stage of crystallization, is a key step to produce functional materials, but nucleation processes have 
yet to be understood in detail. Recent advanced characterization techniques, especially atomic force microscopy, liquid-
phase transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and cryo-TEM, enable scientists to observe previously inaccessible nucleation 
details at the nanoscale. In this review, we summarize newly suggested non-classical nucleation models with respect to 
mechanistic understanding from the experimental views, which highlight multi-steps nucleation mechanism. Different 
immediated phases such as clusters at pre-nucleation stage, liquid-like precursors, amorphous phase and even oligomers 
have been revealed, which play vital roles in nucleation and structure control. Moreover, these immediated phases 
practically contribute in general to the structural variances of materials for nanoscience and nanotechnology. Overall, these 
studies ultimately enable us to control nucleation processes for materials synthesis.

1. Introduction
Nucleation is fundamental to the formation of various materials such 
as proteins,1 biocrystals2 and metal nanocrystals.3 It takes place at 
the  nanoscale with quick reactions, producing a new thermodynamic 
phase from a mother phase.4 The early stage of crystallization is 
always referred to as nucleation, which means an increase in local 
density as well as local order.5 In general, the nucleation of crystals 
is one of the most important phenomena in materials synthesis 
because it determines the number of crystals, the size distribution, 
and the polymorph selection.2, 6 Therefore, fundamental 
understandings of nucleation mechanism can provide in-depth 
insight for nanomaterial’s synthesis, and then promoting the 
advanced development of material sciences.7

Nucleation process is greatly challenging to understand, 
particularly for pre-nucleation periods.8 This is because in typical 
reaction processes, nucleation occurs at the molecular/nanoscale 
level and within several seconds.9-13 To better understand nucleation 
process, nucleation models including classical and nonclassical 
pathways have been proposed based on various experimental and 
computational methods.4 The most widely used of these, classical 
nucleation theory (CNT) gives a suitable model to describe the 
nucleation rate, free energy barrier and critical nucleus size.14-18 
Notably, the key idea of classical nucleation model is that nucleation 
occurs through the attachment of associated ions, atoms, or 
molecules to form critical nuclei.19, 20 However, CNT does not account 
for some unexpected nucleation observations proceeding through 
metastable/stable precursor phases including amorphous phases,21-

28 clusters at pre-nucleation stage29-34 and liquid-like precursor 
phases35-44 prior to appearance of crystalline structures. Such 
intermediates-based nucleation is always referred to as a 
nonclassical nucleation pathway to distinguish it from classical 
nucleation.2 Although classical and nonclassical nucleation models 
have been investigated by various methods,40, 45-51 the exact 
nucleation pathway and detailed kinetics have so far been unclear. 
For example, does critical nucleus size exist? Can different nucleation 
pathways coexist? Is the clusters-mediated nucleation pathway 
general across different systems? What are the roles of amorphous 
phase in nucleation? The key reason for these ambiguities is a lack of 
effective strategies and techniques to explore the details of 
nucleation.

The recent development of advanced characterization 
techniques, such as in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM),10, 52 liquid-
cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM)53 and cryo-TEM,54, 55 
enables us to investigate nucleation dynamics and intermediate 
stages at nanoscale. In this review, we focus on recent experimental 
evidence to advance the nanoscale-level understanding of 
nucleation mechanisms of nanocrystals in solution, which reveal that 
nucleation is a very complicated process, rather than a simple 
process as described by CNT.5

2. Nucleation without free energy barrier
In CNT, the negative chemical potential upon nucleation and 

positive surface tension give rise to a free energy barrier and a critical 
size.56 CNT predicts that the nucleation of 2D islands requires a 
critical size by overcoming the free energy barrier, which has been 
experimentally demonstrated in the glucose isomerase crystals and 
ice nucleation process.57, 58 However, recent work shows that critical 
size and free energy barrier in CNT are not necessary for the 
formation of 2D arrays.10 As shown in Figure 1, in-situ AFM 
observations of the pathway and kinetics of 2D molecular arrays 
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formation on MoS2 interface show that the peptides attach to the 
surface and directly grow into ordered structures (Figure 1a). 
Additionally, the nuclei tend to grow along preferential lattice 
directions to form elongated island structure (Figure 1b, c). There is 
no evidence showing the existence of a metastable transient phase 
or cluster attachment process. Further, the simulation of single 
peptides and circular dichroism spectra find that MoSBP1 always 
remains in monomeric state in bulk solution. These results imply that 
the assembly process can be conceived as a continual nucleation 
process of 1D nucleus via monomer attachment. To understand the 
energetic controls during the assembly process, the measurements 
of nucleation rates at different peptide concentrations and along 
different growth directions find that nucleation start as soon as 
peptide concentrate (c) exceed island solubility limit (ce) with a 
nucleation rate (Jn∝c) and critical island size reaches zero at ce (Figure 
1d-f). These results agree with long-standing but unproven 
predictions of CNT in 1D that the nucleation of 1D structures takes 
place without a free energy barrier. In fact, nucleation is not only 
controlled by a free energy barrier,56 it is also associated with a 
kinetic activation barrier which is based on the molecular-level 
processes, such as desolvation and ions binding.59 Because 
nucleation rate depends on both the free energy barrier and 
activation barrier. Thus, even if without free energy barrier, the 
activation barrier can ensure that nucleation events occur. In view of 
these findings, the understanding of nucleation mechanisms should 
also consider the kinetic activation barrier that determines the 
frequency of nucleation,  which is different from free energy barrier 
that enables the system to explore all the possible structure 
configurations and control the probability of forming a cluster larger 
than the critical size.

3. Multi-step nucleation
Nonclassical nucleation pathways have attracted a great deal of 
interest because of their widespread practical importance in 
nanoscience and nanotechnology.2 The nucleation of crystals is 
accompanied by improvements both in local density and order as 
well as increasing size. Consequently, we can classify different 
intermediates from these parameters and their formation pathway. 
For example, the size of cluster at pre-nucleation stage and 
amorphous phase is different; the density of liquid-like precursor 
phase and amorphous phase is distinguished despite that they are 
disordered structure. Here, we grouped them into several 
categories: cluster-, liquid-like precursor phase-, amorphous phase-, 
and primary-particle-mediated nucleation, which can be referred to 
as multi-step nucleation. Although amorphous intermediated phases 
have been reported in variety of systems,21-26, 48, 60-62 the early stages 
of nucleation remain less clear considering the existence of more 
complicated precursor structures. With recent advanced 
explorations of crystallization process, the nucleation of nanocrystals 
is extended to clusters mediated pathway.34 Besides, polymer 
induced liquid phase (PILP)39 and dense liquid phase (DLP)43 appear 
in the pre-nucleation/nucleation periods. Due to their highly 
dynamic and transient or ultra-small species, it is a great challenge to 

directly investigate the multi-step nucleation process occurring in 
solution. But in situ microscopy techniques have been proven to be 
reliable strategies to probe the underlying nucleation mechanism by 
capturing the transient and nanoscale precursors.12, 25, 59, 63 64 30 
Experimental evidence revealed by advanced characterization 
techniques provides a more complete and clearer picture of 
nonclassical nucleation mechanism. 

3.1. Cluster-mediated nucleation 
The existence of thermodynamically stable solute species has 

been presented, e.g. multimeric clusters,65 that can disperse in 
homogeneous solution without phase boundary.34 The clusters at 
pre-nucleation stage are observed as building units to produce a new 
phase. These clusters are believed to be molecular precursors to the 
phase nucleating from solution, and finally take part in the phase 
separation process.8, 66 From these experimental observations, it is 
speculated that clusters-mediated nucleation may be an important 
pathway in multi-step nucleation. 

The clusters are often termed pre-nucleation cluster (PNC) 
during the formation process of calcium carbonate (CaCO3),34, 49, 67-70 
calcium oxalate,71 calcium phosphate,31, 33, 72-74 iro(oxy)(hydr)oxide29, 

75, 76 and CaSO4
77. The existence of CaCO3 PNCs was firstly inferred 

from potentiometric titrations, analytical ultracentrifugation and 
cryo-TEM.34, 78 The possible structural forms of CaCO3 PNCs are 
proposed to be chains-, rings- and branch-like structures by 
simulations.79 And the concentration of ions can affect the structure 
of PNCs via changing the balance of equilibria and the frequency of 
collision. For example, these PNCs with chain-like structure can be 
observed at different concentrations of ions, but the branch 
structure is very rarely to be found at the lower concentration.79 
Notably, the exact correlation between concentration and atomic 
configuration of PNCs fails to be built, which require more 
computational and experimental explorations. Also, some isolated 
nanometre-sized calcium phosphate PNCs are observed and 
aggregate to a loosely networked structure (Figure 2a) prior to 
apatite formation.33 But it is extremely difficult to directly visualize 
the structure, formation pathways of these clusters at pre-nucleation 
stage, which greatly relies to computational methods.74, 80, 81 Using 
comprehensive free energy calculations, it is suggested that the 
consecutive coordination of phosphate to calcium ions results in the 
formation of PNCs, which is mainly consisted of the most stable ion 
association complex-Ca(HPO4)3

4-.74 And highly charged species play a 
key role in stabilizing PNCs and their aggregates. In addition, PNCs 
are further probed in other systems. For instance, PNCs are also 
existed in iro(oxy)(hydr)oxide system29, 75, 76, 82 where iron (III) oxide 
nucleates through the formation and aggregation of iron (III) 
(oxyhydr)oxide PNCs (Figure 2b, c).76 Moreover, cryo-TEM study on 
the post-nucleation stage of hematite implies the existence of PNCs 
(Figure 2d).29 These studies signify the importance of PNCs in crystal 
nucleation.

However, the PNC model has received some challenges due to 
the difficulties of directly detecting the existence of PNCs in solution. 
Therefore, it is still hard to show if PNC is a reliable and accurate 
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model to describe nucleation process of these systems. For example, 
study shows that ion pairs and polynuclear complex are key species 
in calcite system,83 which does not support the PNC model. In 
addition, it is found that the initial stages of CaCO3 nucleation in 
supersaturated solution are dominated by ions and ion pairs with no 
involvement of PNCs, as expected from CNT.84 With these different 
evidences, it is very necessary to re-evaluate the PNC model in 
different systems using advanced experimental and computational 
methods, at least in CaCO3 system. 

On the other hand, magic-size clusters (MSCs) are also reported, 
which occur as key intermediates at the pre-nucleation stage of 
colloidal semiconductors.85 MSCs is a kind of transition structures 
connecting molecules and nuclei.51 The stepwise growth from MSCs 
directly to quantum dots proceeds through either an aggregation 
process86 or a second nucleation event.87 Interestingly, the type of 
MSCs from one pre-nucleation stage is different. For example, in the 
synthesis of CdTe quantum dots, two different MSCs as 
intermediates appear prior to their nucleation, which supports multi-
step nucleation model.86 And certain types of MSCs can be converted 
into other MSCs.88 These cases suggest that MSCs mediated 
nucleation process is much more complicated than the picture in 
CNT. 

Overall, PNCs are stable species in solution at any concentration, 
including unsaturated solution. They are different from classical pre-
critical clusters which are unstable species that exist in any solution 
at any concentration. However, MSCs are metastable nucleated 
species where they sit lies at a special size and atomic configuration. 
These various clusters imply the complicated energetics, enriching 
the nucleation pathway.

3.2. Liquid-like precursor phase in nucleation
A liquid-like precursor phase is now recognized as an important 

intermediate in the nucleation process of nanocrystals, especially for 
biominerals37, 39, 89-91 and proteins.41, 42, 92, 93 Such precursor phase can 
be understood from its disordered structure and concentrated solute 
aggregates with liquid-like characteristic. A typical case is so-called 
polymer-induced liquid precursor (PILP), which contributes to the 
formation of crystals with non-equilibrium morphologies.38, 94-97 For 
example, in the presence of charged polymers, PILP of CaCO3 formed, 
then coalesced to form thin films on substrate, and finally 
transformed into calcite or vaterite.38, 95 A PILP process has been 
found in the barium carbonate,89 calcium phosphate98 and amino 
acid systems.94 Taking CaCO3 as a model system, PILP is investigated 
from its liquidity, deformability, and gel-like elasticity by the 
quantitative self-diffusion efficient measurements, SEM, cryo-TEM 
and in situ AFM.35-37, 39, 99 With these characteristics, Mg ions are used 
to tune the wettability of PILP of CaCO3, and thus controlling its 
mineralization site in hybrid materials.100 While these studies 
described the special properties and key roles of PILP, its microscopic 
structure remains unclear. Sommerdijk. et al. used high-resolution 
cryo-TEM to reveal the microstructure of PILP of CaCO3; the PILP 
phase consists of 30-50 nm ACC nanoparticles including ~2 nm 
nanoparticulate texture (Figure 3a).101 This suggests that PILP is a 

polymer-driven assembly of amorphous clusters in substance, and 
the liquid-like behaviour of PILP at macroscopic/mesoscopic scale 
derives from the small size and surface properties of the dynamical 
assemblies of ~2 nm-sized ACC clusters stabilized by charged 
polymers. Notably, no obvious evidence shows that liquid-liquid 
phase separation is responsible for the formation of the PILP. The 
role of polymers in PILP process is to enhance the stabilization 
kinetics of PILP; this role highlights the effects of polymers as a 
method for preparing minerals with complicated structures, such as 
the remineralization of osteoporotic bones.98 As shown in Figure 3b, 
a free-flowing calcium phosphate PILP is stabilized on a large scale 
and at a high Ca2+/PO4

3− concentration. The microstructure of such 
calcium phosphate PILP includes a high density of uniform-sized ACP 
nanoclusters (Figure 3c). This PILP material has excellent bone 
inductivity, and thus promotes intrafibrillar mineralization of 
collagen fibrils.98 Additionally, a process similar to PILP has also been 
observed in purely inorganic systems, e.g., a condensed phase of 
liquid-like droplets of CaCO3 can form at a critical concentration 
without polymers.99 This evidence confirms that the PILP process 
represents the assembly behaviour of nanoclusters driven by 
polymers and the liquid-like precursor phase consists of polymer-
stabilized rather than polymer-induced species.98, 101

Based on these understandings, a liquid-like precursor phase 
with a more general concept, that is dense liquid phase (DLP), is 
developed.42-44, 93, 102 Extensive studies show that the nucleation of 
protein crystals under certain conditions proceeds in two distinct 
steps: the formation of a DLP and followed by the nucleation of 
ordered protein structure within the liquid phase.43, 103 The DLP of 
protein is liquid dense protein clusters, which are liquid-like and 
stable with respect to the mother phase and metastable relative to 
the final crystalline phase.93 The DLP of CaCO3 is also formed in 
supersaturated solutions through the association of ions and ion 
pairs without significant participation of larger ion clusters, which 
then act as precursor of vaterite.104 During vaterite growth process, 
it is achieved through a net transfer of ions from surrounding 
solution, stressing a classical concepts of crystal nucleation and 
growth, which is applicable to describe multistep nucleation 
mechanism here. The structure, dynamics, and energetics of 
hydrated CaCO3 clusters is explored using molecular dynamics 
simulations, which found that dense liquid clusters phase formed 
through liquid-liquid separation in supersaturated solution.105 During 
this model, the DLP of CaCO3 is metastable relative to all solid phases 
because a liquid-liquid coexistence line exists between the DLP and 
the ion-poor solution phase. And DLP through liquid-liquid 
separation includes small cluster population which is stable in a 
statistical sense. Subsequently, the coalescence and solidification of 
nanoscale droplets result in the formation of ACC. This finding is 
consistent with ACC nanoparticles being produced from the 
dehydration and solidification process of liquid-like precursor. It is 
also revealed that nucleation occurs within the dense and disordered 
urea clusters.70 But so far, the data about exact location of formation 
of the solid phase in DLP is limited, which requires more studies.

Moreover, the formation of DLP is based on a liquid-liquid phase 
separation mechanism that results in solute-rich and solute-poor 
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liquid phases followed by the formation of nuclei in a solute-rich 
liquid phase.102 Using in situ high resolution liquid-cell TEM, 
Mirsaidov et al. revealed the multiple nucleation process of Au 
nanocrystals in aqueous solution via three stages (Figure 4): liquid-
liquid separation into solute-rich and solute-poor liquid phases, 
nucleation of amorphous nanoclusters within the metal-rich liquid 
phase, and crystallization of these amorphous clusters.106 This 
multistep nucleation pathway via DLP helps to develop broadly 
applicable nucleation models. Further, it is suggested that the 
formation of liquid droplets is entropy driven while the subsequent 
nucleation is mediated by enthalpic interactions.102 By building a 
diffusion-limited nucleation model of macromolecules in solution for 
liquid-liquid separation, it is suggested that an excess of matter must 
come together via some fluctuations to form a dense droplet, which 
is unstable before growing to a critical droplet.107 Despite that the 
nucleation begins by the formation of liquid droplets, the solid phase 
does not form via a nucleation event within a metastable, growing 
droplet.107 

3.3. Amorphous phase in nucleation
Both clusters- and liquid-like precursor phase- mediated 

nucleation pathways involve an amorphous phase before crystal 
formation. In a typical 2D colloid crystallization system, an 
amorphous dense phase is first nucleated because of its lower 
nucleation energy barrier compared with crystals which results from 
their lower interfacial energy, and the second step is the nucleation 
of a crystalline phase within a metastable amorphous phase.26, 27 
Such nonclassical features of nucleation have also been found in 
various nanocrystal systems.12, 23, 48, 61, 62, 108, 109 For example, an 
amorphous precursor phase appears before metal-organic 
frameworks (MOF),110 calcite,52 and hydroxyapatite62 formation. 

In the classical nucleation model, nucleation is believed to be 
mainly controlled by the free energy barrier so that the formation of 
amorphous phases would be more likely than the crystalline phase 
at exactly same supersaturation due to their lower surface energy.56 
However, TEM studies of the early stage of crystallization show that 
nucleation is initiated by the formation of amorphous phases that are 
subsequently nucleated into the crystalline phase.24, 111-113 For 
example, cryo-TEM investigation shows that amorphous calcium 
silicate spheroids in the calcium silicate hydrate nucleation process 
form and then transform to crystalline tobermorite-type C-S-H via 
sodium/calcium cation exchange and aggregation process.22 
However, uncertainty still exists as to whether the most stable 
crystalline phase directly nucleates from solution or forms through 
an amorphous precursor phase. Luckily, the amorphous phase can be 
observed in which the nucleation process of both aragonite (Figure 
5a) and vaterite (Figure 5b) in aqueous solution can be achieved via 
the phase transformation of ACC by in situ TEM.25 Notably, the 
stability of amorphous phases is always controlled by additives.62 
However, how additives affect the nucleation of the crystalline phase 
from amorphous phase remains insufficiently understood. 

To investigate the roles of additives in amorphous phases 
mediated nucleation, some remarkable works have been presented. 

For example, liquid-cell TEM investigation of the nucleation of CaCO3 
in a matrix of polystyrene sulphonate (PSS) shows that direct 
nucleation of vaterites occurred without PSS (Figure 5c), but 
amorphous ACC can form in the presence of PSS at the same 
supersaturation conditions (Figure 5d).59 ACC nucleation in the 
presence of PSS and vaterite nucleation in its absence occur at higher 
and lower local supersaturation degree estimated by time resolved 
TEM analysis, respectively. This means that PSS increases local 
supersaturation, resulting in ACC nucleation only at the sites of the 
globules. These observations show that Ca2+ ions binding to form Ca-
PSS globules (Figure 5e) drive CaCO3 nucleation via forming 
metastable ACC. The specific ions binding with the polymer 
sulphonate groups ensures that the nucleation of ACC occurs within 
the globules considering that ions binding-based kinetic barrier can 
increase the local supersaturation. These analyses of nucleation 
events in the presence of PSS demonstrate the nucleation energy 
barrier not only depends on the free energy barrier, but it is also 
controlled by a kinetic barrier associated with atomistic processes, 
such as ions binding. 

Additionally, in situ AFM experiments find that the nucleation of 
calcite in the absence of organic molecules occurs via an interface-
coupled dissolution-recrystallization process of ACC, whereas in the 
presence of organic molecules it retains the nanogranular texture of 
the colloidal growth layer, presumably via direct rearrangement.52 
Meanwhile, recent time-resolved cryo-TEM investigation also shows 
that the nucleation of zeolitic imidazolate framework 8 (ZIF-8) is 
achieved via dissolution and recrystallization of highly hydrated 
amorphous particles, but a direct solid-state transition process 
occurs with the assistance of protein, which finally results in the 
different morphologies of ZIF-8.110 But it is unknown that how 
additives alter products shape, which is  demonstrated by recent 
liquid-cell TEM investigation. It is found that Mg ions can regulate the 
phase transformation pathway from ACC to calcite in a 
concentration-dependent manner (Figure 6).13, 114 Specifically, 
without Mg ions, the dissolution-recrystallization pathway is 
dominant (Figure 6a), whereas a direct transformation occurs in the 
presence of Mg ions via the nucleation of calcite within ACC and 
dehydration, leading to the formation of calcite via preserving the 
original spherical shape (Figure 6b). The altering of the pathway is 
attributed to the Mg ions enhancing hydrogen-bonded networks 
between CO3

2- and water molecules that promote the ion 
rearrangement within ACC particles. Here, the effect of the 
confinement environment in the liquid-cell is less considered despite 
that confinement effect is significant on the stability of ACC.115, 116 
With these understandings, it is suggested that additives play 
important roles in regulating the varieties of crystalline 
morphologies, polymorphs, and structures during amorphous phases 
mediated nucleation process.114 For example, a spinodal 
decomposition of the Mg-ACC precursor into Mg-rich nanophases 
and a Mg-depleted amorphous phase and subsequent crystallization 
can produce a single-crystal Mg-calcite layer.117 And ACC can 
transform into vaterites and calcite dominant products in the 
presence/absence of ethanol, respectively.108 
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The predicted lower surface energies of amorphous particles hint 
at the generality of the amorphous precursor-mediated nucleation 
mechanism in various systems. The nucleation of metal nanocrystals 
in solution is rarely investigated at the nanoscale due to techniques 
limitations. Using high-resolution electron tomography and 
graphene liquid cell, the 3D structure of individual Pt nanocrystals at 
near-atomic resolution has revealed that a single nanocrystal 
includes multiple crystalline domains,60 presumably from multiple 
coalescence events in the early stages of the nanoparticle formation 
process. However, it remains unknown whether the nanocrystals are 
produced from the initial aggregation of small clusters. The direct 
observation of the Ni nanocrystal formation process by graphene 
liquid-cell TEM reveals a different mechanism via two-steps: an 
amorphous phase is rapidly formed from the initial homogeneous 
precursor solution, and then a crystalline nucleus appears within the 
amorphous phase (Figure 7a, b). Following that, the nucleus grows 
into a large crystal with the expense of the amorphous phase.12 
Interestingly, the sequential nucleation of multiple crystalline grains 
in the one amorphous particle is also observed (Figure 7c). The 
coexistence of three different crystalline domains with sharp 
interfaces implies that the formation of multiple crystalline grains in 
amorphous-phase-mediated crystallization can be an alternative 
pathway to synthesize multi-grained nanocrystals.

Another important question is how these amorphous phases are 
involved in nucleation process. Most literatures show that the 
amorphous phase acts as precursor for subsequent nucleation, such 
as the nucleation of hydroxyapatite from ACP.45, 62 However, this 
understanding is different from observations of the nucleation of 
lysozyme crystals.61 Using time-resolved liquid-cell TEM, an 
amorphous spherical particle nucleates from supersaturated 
solution that as precursor transforms into an orthorhombic crystal 
(Figure 8a). Another amorphous particle can also form around the 
existing particles, develop some small facets and finally transform 
into crystalline particle (Figure 8b). These results indicate that solid 
amorphous particles are not only precursors, but also work as 
heterogeneous nucleation sites or templates for enhancing the 
nucleation event. Additionally, in situ AFM reveals ACC as grow units 
in the formation of calcite, which involves a layer-by-layer 
attachment of ACC particles.52 These different findings remind us to 
re-consider the roles of amorphous phases in nucleation process.

These advances in the mechanistic understanding of amorphous 
phase-mediated crystalline phase formation can direct the synthesis 
of functional materials because the controlled stability of amorphous 
phases via additives and reaction conditions enable us to effectively 
regulate phase transformation and aggregation processes. Notably, 
the amorphous phase provides the possibility to tailor nanocrystals 
with unpredicted morphologies that are challenging to synthesize by 
conventional methods. For example, amorphous phases can be used 
to prepare crystals with hierarchical structures.118-120 But the types 
of amorphous phases can vary from certain conditions, such as ACC 
with different hydration amounts,121-124 which complicates the 
subsequent nucleation process of crystalline phase. Therefore, more 
explorations of the amorphous phase are necessary.

3.4. Primary particles for nucleation 
In addition to previous PNCs, sometimes primary particles can be 

regarded as a stable precursor phase for the nucleation of a new 
phase. For example, the formation of gypsum experienced three 
distinct stages by quenching reaction and high-resolution TEM: (1) 
the homogeneous nucleation of crystalline hemihydrate bassanite 
under its predicted bulk solubility; (2) the self-assembly of basanite 
into elongated aggregates along the preferential c-axis, and (3) the 
nucleation of dihydrate gypsum by solid-state transition.125 In this 
case, the stable nanocrystalline precursor phase and their self-
assembly provide an effective pathway for the formation of gypsum. 
Further, in situ fast time-resoled small-angle X-ray scattering reveals 
the nucleation of gypsum is achieved by the aggregation of sub-3 nm 
primary species.126 A similar process is also demonstrated in the 
magnetite system, in which disordered primary particles were 
observed.6, 54 Using cryo-TEM, the nucleation and growth of 
magnetite was showing to be through the rapid aggregation of 
nanometric primary particles. Note that in contrast to the cases in 
calcium carbonate/phosphate where amorphous bulk phase was 
formed via PNCs attachment.54 there is no evidence of an amorphous 
intermediate bulk precursor phase in the formation of magnetite 
nanocrystals, Further, the thermodynamics and the kinetics of the 
crystallization process of magnetite can be described within the 
framework of colloidal assembly.6 In the early stage, crystalline 
iron(oxy-)hydroxide particles are formed (Figure 9a), and then 
aggregate to form clusters (Figure 9b). At a later stage, when an 
intermediate phase becomes favourable above a critical size, the 
conversion to magnetite occurs (Figure 9c). Based on these 
observations, a kinetic model based on colloidal assembly is built to 
quantify the aggregation of primary particles. From this model, the 
number and average size of crystal at a given initial Fe concentration 
is readily predicted. This work not only stresses the intersection of 
crystallization theory and colloidal theory to give a deep 
understanding of nonclassical nucleation mechanisms, but also 
provides a new idea on the controlled preparation of nanocrystals 
with predefined sizes. However, for the primary particle-mediated 
nucleation pathway, the interaction potential between primary 
particles plays a key role by considering the interplay of 
thermodynamic and kinetic factors.127 More investigations of 
primary particle-mediated nucleation mechanism need to be done in 
the future.

3.5. Cluster-mediated particle relaxation in 
nucleation
       As described above, the diversity and complexity of non-classical 
nucleation and crystallization pathways of nanocrystals has been 
investigated in situ at the nanoscale. Using liquid-cell TEM, the 
microscopic nucleation process of palladium nanocrystals involves an 
intermediate state of condensed atomic clusters, which is named a 
“cluster-cloud” structure (Figure 10). Initially, some ultra-small 
clusters are produced from homogeneous solutions (pre-nucleation 
periods) (Figure 10a). These clusters are highly hydrated and 
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stabilized by water molecules, which can aggregate to form a 
condensed cluster-cloud structure (Figure 10b). Due to the instability 
of the cluster-cloud, nucleation is initiated by its quick collapse, 
followed by the formation of a nanoparticle (nucleation periods) 
(Figure 10c-d). However, this particle is a poorly crystallized 
structure. The subsequent maturation occurs via a multiple out-and-
in rearrangement process, producing more ordered crystalline 
structures (post-nucleation periods) (Figure 10e). Combining 
experimental observation and atomistic simulations, it is believed 
that the hydrated clusters and cluster-cloud-mediated nano-
crystallization demonstrates an order-disorder phase separation and 
reconstruction during the nanocrystal formation process. Such 
hydrated clusters and cluster-cloud based nucleation process 
suggest a distinguished multi-step nucleation mechanism. The key 
difference is that the maturation contributes greatly to the order 
improvement of nanocrystal. This expanded multi-step nucleation 
mechanism not only enriches nonclassical nucleation models, but 
also grants new strategy for nanomaterials preparation.

4. Inorganic polymerizations and crosslinking
Besides traditional multi-step nucleation models highlighted 

above, monomer and oligomer molecules are also involved in 
nucleation processes as important precursors in polymers. Typically, 
“oligomer” refers to a molecular complex that has less than ten 
repeated monomer units.128, 129 These oligomer structures can 
produce a crystalline material with specific structure, e.g., nematic 
liquid crystal drops.130 This concept can be extended to inorganic 
systems. For example, with silica as one of the minerals, the covalent 
Si-O-Si bonds with SiO4 tetrahedra as the basic structural motif are 
responsible for stability of the silica oligomers that form from a series 
of coupled condensation/hydrolysis and protonation/deprotonation 
reactions. With these silica oligomers, monolithic silica and silica-
based glasses,131 even more complicated silica structures have been 
successfully prepared.132-137 It is likely that the polymerization via 
monomer and oligomer precursors plays an important role in 
material formation. However, the existence of ionic oligomers as 
basic building units for materials formation is minimally reported in 
literature.

Using CaCO3 as a model, an ionic polymer-like structure of CaCO3 
has been successfully synthesized by using ethanol as the solvent.138 
The capping of triethylamine (TEA) is used to stabilize the precursors, 
which is defined as (CaCO3)n ionic oligomers (Figure 11a), as 
described in silica system. The basic units’ number within ionic 
oligomers is adjustable between 3-11 via altering the molar ratio of 
calcium ions to TEA (Figure 11b). By using synchrotron small-angle X-
ray scattering to analyse the monodispersed oligomers solution, it is 
revealed that the oligomers are rod-like structure with a length of 
approximately 1.2 nm (Figure 11c). These oligomers can follow s 
stepwise chain-like or branch-like once removing the TEA (Figure 
11d), and this process is very similar to polymerization in polymer 
chemistry. If the density of oligomers density is increased, the 
crosslinking of ionic oligomers leads to the rapid construction of a 
pure monolithic ACC (Figure 11e), and even produces crystals with a 

continuous and oriented internal structure (Figure 11f). This 
polymerization and crosslinking from oligomers to chains, networks 
and final bulk materials can be regarded as a phase-separation 
mediated nucleation process (Figure 11g), which is obviously 
different from any previous nucleation models. Moreover, the fluid-
like property of oligomer precursors enables it to be moulded into 
specific shapes from nanometre to centimetre scale. Using a similar 
method, the ultra-small calcium phosphate oligomers are obtained 
and successfully used to repair the damaged tooth enamel.138, 139 
From these results, crosslinking ionic oligomers as conformable 
precursors shows their great potentials to prepare inorganic 
materials, which demonstrate the special advantage of combining 
classic inorganic and polymer chemistry in nucleation. Generally, this 
phenomenon stresses that the polymerization and crosslinking of 
oligomers promotes the phase-separation, which dominates the 
nucleation of a new phase. 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 
In conclusion, there are vast experimental evidence showing the 

coexistence of multiple nucleation pathways of nanocrystals in 
solution (Figure 12). Although most of these models were revealed 
in earlier works as a result of the speculations of experimental 
phenomena, we highlight the vital role of time-resolved techniques 
in coupling these nucleation models at the nanoscale.6, 10, 12 In pre-
nucleation periods, dynamic clusters are formed by partial hydration 
water loss of hydration ions, which are thermodynamically stable 
relative to initial ion states.69 The decreasing of clusters dynamics 
due to further dehydration may result in formation of a liquid-like 
precursor phase. Then, condensation of the liquid-like precursor 
phase accompanied with dehydration and aggregation produces an 
amorphous phase which finally transforms into the crystalline phase. 
The critical role of water and other solvents in these non-classical 
views on nucleation67, 140 is often neglected. Additionally, the findings 
of primary particle-mediated nucleation,6 cluster-mediated particle 
relaxation,141 and inorganic polymerization and crosslinking of 
oligomers138 further advance our detailed understanding of the 
nucleation mechanisms. However, further studies of nucleation 
models are required to address the following questions and 
challenges:

(1) In non-classical nucleation models, what are the effects of 
pH, precursor concentration and additives on nucleation 
pathways? How can the specific nucleation pathway be 
controlled? How can we predict which nucleation pathway 
is dominant when given a certain condition?

(2) What are the roles of the amorphous phase in crystal 
formation? Is the formation of amorphous phases from 
liquid-like precursors a result of nucleation or simply 
dehydration or direct rearrangement? What is the 
relationship between clusters at pre-nucleation stage, 
liquid-like precursors, and the amorphous phase? 

(3) Do morphologies and structures of nanocrystals depend on 
the form of precursors? If so, how do these precursors 
control the polymorphism? 
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(4) Present nucleation models are mainly based on 
homogeneous nucleation studies. If heterogeneous 
nucleation and chemical reactions are considered, how 
could suitable models describe the complicated nucleation 
kinetics? Further, what are the roles of interfacial 
structures on the nucleation sites?

(5) Assuming multiple metastable states as intermediates 
exist, how can their nucleation energy barrier and rate be 
evaluated from complex free energy? At the early stage of 
nucleation, how do these multiple metastable 
intermediates transform each other? 

(6) How do ionic oligomers form and how do they evolve into 
a crystal?

Obviously, these challenges require advanced characterization 
techniques with high temporal and spatial resolution. Considering 
that every technique has its advantages and limitations, the coupling 
of different complementary techniques, as exemplified by the 
combination of in situ ATR-IR and liquid cell TEM,13 will be an 
excellent strategy. By combining these advanced techniques, it is 
possible to obtain either morphological or structural, and either 
collective or localized information,142 which will assist us to 
reconstruct the entire scheme of nucleation mechanisms. In 
conjunction, computational methods can reveal nucleation details at 
the atomic level, which is inaccessible to most existing experimental 
techniques.74 However, most molecular simulations and calculations 
cannot yet tractably address real experimental conditions, and 
instead address simplified conditions, e.g., with much shorter time 
scales than those of real nucleation process.143 

Further mechanistic understanding of nucleation based on 
advanced techniques will greatly advance our ability to synthesize 
materials with superior physical and chemical properties. Although 
the established nucleation models can be used to explain the 
formation of complex crystalline materials, it is still challenging to 
direct the synthesis of nanomaterials for scientific and industrial 
applications. The crucial importance of the controlled synthesis of 
stable precursors to a broad range of high-performance materials 
applications validates the significance of nucleation model studies. 
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Figure 1. In situ AFM showing the nucleation and growth dynamics of MoSBP1 on MoS2 (0001). (a) The direct growth process of peptides by 
attaching to the surface and growing into ordered structures. (b) The formation and development of a small island; (c) Nucleation of a single 
row (0.0 s and 2.6 s) and creation of new rows adjacent to existing ones (7.7 s to 15.4 s). Circles highlight regions where new rows appear 
(dashed, before; solid, after). (d to f) Longitudinal (d) and lateral (e) island growth rates and initial nucleation rate (f) versus peptide 
concentration. Reprinted with permission from ref. 10. Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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Figure 2. Cryo-TEM revealing the formation and aggregation of clusters. (a) High-resolution cryo-TEM image of assemblies of calcium 
phosphate clusters in SBF kept at 37 °C for 24 h.  Reprinted with permission from ref. 33. (b-c) Polydisperse (1−2 nm) iron (III) (oxyhydr)oxide 
species, which qualify as clusters at prenucleation stage. The inset shows the clusters size distribution. (c) The aggregation of clusters in the 
transition stage. Reprinted with permission from ref. 76. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (d) The hematite particles consisting 
of small species (red circles) that formed from PNCs on phase separation. Reprinted with permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2019, Wiley-
VCH.

Figure 3. Cryo-TEM characterization of PILP phase. (a) Approximately 30 nm-sized nanoparticles. The inset is a zoom-in image showing the 
~2 nm-sized subunits. Reprinted with permission from ref. 101. Copyright 2018, Springer Nature. (b) The viscous but still free flowing calcium 
phosphate-PILP; (b) Reconstruction of a cryo-TEM image shows homogeneously distributed and separated nanoclusters within calcium 
phosphate-PILP. Inset 1 is a zoomed-in cryo-TEM image; SAED pattern in inset 2 shows amorphous clusters. Reprinted with permission from 
ref. 98. Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 4. The multiple nucleation process of Au nanocrystals in aqueous solution revealed by liquid-cell TEM. (a) A series of TEM images that 
shows the intermediate steps in nucleating gold nanocrystals from a supersaturated aqueous Au0 solution. Insets show Fourier transforms 
of cropped square regions (orange) with the Au (111) fcc reciprocal lattice spacing circled in red; (b) Schematic of the proposed steps in 
nucleation (gold as orange spheres, with surrounding water as blue bent lines). Reprinted with permission from ref. 106.

Figure 5. In situ TEM revealing the nucleation process of CaCO3 in solution. (a, b) The direct transformation of ACC to aragonite (a) and 
vaterite (b); (c) The direct nucleation and growth of vaterite from solution. Reprinted with permission from ref. 25. Copyright 2014, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. (d) Initial nucleation and growth of a CaCO3 particle inside or on a primary Ca–PSS globule; (e) 
Large PSS-Ca globules in liquid. Reprinted with permission from ref. 59. 
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Figure 6. Liquid-cell TEM observing the nucleation and growth process of CaCO3. (a) Growth of ACC particles with 2.5 mM Mg2+ and their 
subsequent dissolution. All particles in the main panels are ACC. (Inset) In situ images of growing calcite particles via dissolution and 
recrystallization; (b) Growth and direct solid-solid transformation of ACC particles to calcite in the presence of 5.0 mM Mg2+. Reprinted with 
permission from ref. 13. Copyright 2020, National Academy of Science.

Figure 7. In situ liquid-cell TEM showing the amorphous phase mediated formation process of Ni Nanocrystals. (a) The reaction stages of 
amorphous-phase-mediated crystallization. The white and red dashed lines represent the amorphous and crystalline phases, respectively; 
(b) The corresponding FFT images and schematic illustrations; (c) A time series of TEM images showing multiple nucleation sites within an 
amorphous particle. The coloured lines highlight three crystalline domains. Reprinted with permission from ref. 12. Copyright 2019, American 
Chemical Society.
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Figure 8. In situ liquid-cell TEM showing the nucleation of lysozyme crystals. (a) A spherical amorphous particle observed at 0.1 s (yellow 
arrowhead) transforms into an orthorhombic crystal; (b) A spherical particle, indicated with a yellow arrowhead, forms at 0.17 s near an 
amorphous solid particle and transforms into an orthorhombic crystal. Reprinted with permission from ref. 61. Copyright 2017, National 
Academy of Science.

Figure 9. Cryo-TEM images of different stages of magnetite formation. (a) The formation of primary particles; (b) The aggregated of primary 
particles. Inset is magnified cryo-TEM image of aggregates; (c) The final magnetite crystals. Reprinted with permission from ref. 6. Copyright 
2019, Springer Nature.
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Figure 10. Liquid-cell TEM revealing the nucleation and relaxation of Pd nanocrystals. (a) The early stage structure before the cluster-cloud 
formation, showing the existence of nanoclusters; (b) The formation of cluster-cloud; (c, d) The condensation of cluster-cloud into a 
nanoparticles; (e) The typical cluster-cloud relaxation mechanism of “out” and “in” processes. Reprinted with permission from ref. 63. 
Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

Figure 11. The synthesized CaCO3 oligomers. (a) Scheme of the capping strategy and reaction conditions for producing (CaCO3)n oligomers 
(Left) and a photograph of gel-like oligomers (Right); (b) Mass spectra of (CaCO3)n oligomers with different Ca/TEA molar ratios; (c) Pair–
distance distribution function (P(r)) of the (CaCO3)n oligomers. The inset shows the shape simulation of the oligomer; (d) High-resolution TEM 
images of (CaCO3)n oligomers grown at different Ca:TEA ratios from 1:100 to 1:2; (e, f) Photographs of monolithic ACC prepared from (CaCO3)n 
oligomers (e) and monolithic calcite prepared from monolithic ACC (f); (g) TEM images showing the transformation of (CaCO3)n oligomers to 
larger structures during condensation. Reprinted with permission from ref. 138. Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of the possible nucleation pathways. (a) cluster-mediated nucleation pathway. (b) Liquid-like phase as 
precursor for nucleation. (c) Amorphous phase as intermediated phase in nucleation. (d) Primary particle-mediated nucleation process; (e) 
Oligomers mediated inorganic polymerization and crosslinking for crystal formation. 
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TOC figure

This work provides a clearer picture for non-classical nucleation via revealing the presence of various intermediates using advanced 
characterization techniques.
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